
 

ICE Africa awakens a multi-billion dollar industry

The gaming industry has been identified as being one of the key contributors to improving the economic growth across
Africa, according to Pietro Calicchio, leader of the hospitality and gambling industry for PwC in South Africa.
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Talking ahead of this year’s ICE Africa, which will bring the global gaming industry and the African gaming continent
together when it opens between 24 and 25 October at the Sandton Convention Centre, South Africa, Pietro Calicchio,
leader of the hospitality and gambling industry for PwC in South Africa says, "The gambling industry in South Africa will
continue to be adversely affected in the near term by slower economic growth, but improving economic conditions over the
latter part of the forecast period will aid growth. The industry remains an important contributor to the economy through the
creation of jobs, continued capital expansion and the payment of taxes to both provincial and national government."

With approximately 30 countries in Africa containing either brick-and-mortar casinos or various types of gambling
machines, the continent’s most popular gambling destination, South Africa, includes 40 casinos and an estimated 38,000
slot machines.

Ever since its legalisation on South African soil in 1994, gambling has grown into a multi-billion rand industry in the country
and, almost two decades in, the industry is worth more than R23bn and contributes R26.9bn into the country’s economy.
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According to PricewaterhouseCooper’s Gambling outlook report, the industry is expected to grow at a rate of more than 5%
to reach nearly R35bn ($2.5bn) by 2021.

In other parts of Africa

The economic growth predicted in the report isn’t confined to South Africa, as significant amounts of gambling occur in
Botswana, Cameroon, Egypt, Ghana, Morocco, Namibia, Zimbabwe and Uganda, all of which will be key focuses on the
ICE Africa agenda.

Gross gambling revenues of Africa’s biggest economy, Nigeria, are expected to grow by 16% over the next five years and
a country-wide lottery called Quick Lotto is to be rolled out in the future.

The former chairman of the senate committee on capital market, Ayo Arise, believes that the launch of a national lottery
service would generate additional tax revenues and create jobs. According to Arise, around 20% of the profits generated
from the national lottery are to be directed to the federal government, which is set to use the money for good causes.

As Africa’s gambling industry continues to grow from a revenue perspective and the noose on regulations become tighter,
there is a need for the industry to reinvent itself and to align with worldwide trends to ensure sustainability for operators and
the countries alike.

Clarion Gaming, the organisers behind ICE Africa, are committed to developing the industry on the continent, claiming they
will apply the same level of attention to detail, thinking, creativity and professionalism that goes into delivering their flagship
ICE brand globally and will put industry innovation firmly on the agenda.

Visit the ICE Africa website: www.iceafrica.za.com
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